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Examples of I-filbert spaces of entire functions are studied which appear 
in eigenfunction expansions associated with Gauss’s hypergeometric function. 
The spaces are characterized by the identity 
<F(i- t) + (h - +-) [F(i - t) - F(t)]/(& + it), G(- t) + ik[G(- t) - G(t)]/t> 
= <F(- t) + ik[F(- t) - F(t)]/t, 
where h and k are given positive numbers. It is stated for a space which has 
the following properties for a given K: 
(KO) The function F(- x) + ik[F(- z) - F(z)]/z belongs to the space 
whenever F(z) belongs to the space, and it always has the same norm as F(z). 
(Kl) The function F(z)/@ - w) belongs to the space whenever F(z) is an 
element of the space which has a nonreal zero w, and the identity 
<tF(t), G(t)> = P’(t), tG(t)> 
- 2&<F(- t) + ik[F(- t) - F(t)]/t, G(t)) 
holds for all elements F(z) and G(x) of the space such that S(x) and zG(z) 
belong to the space. 
(K2) The linear functional defined on the space by F(z) -F(w) is 
continuous for every nonreal number w. 
(K3) The function F*(x) - &[F*(- x) - F*(z)]/z belongs to the space 
whenever F(z) belongs to the space, and it always has the same norm as F(z). 
A solution of the structure problem is obtained which generalizes previous 
work [l] in the case k = 0. 
THEOREM 1. Let 37 be a given Hilbert space of entire functions which 
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satis$es the axioms (KO), (Kl), (K2), and (K3) and which contains a nonzero 
element. Then for each complex number w, there exists a unique element K(w, z) 
of the space such that the identity 
F(w) = (F(t), qw, t)> 
holds for every element F(z) of the space. There exist entire functions A(z) and 
B(z) such that A(z) and (z - ik) B( z are even and real for real z and such ) 
that the identity 
7T(z2 - a2) K(w, z) = (z + 8 - 2ik) B(z) A(w) - (z + w + 2ik) A(z) B(w) 
holds for all complex z and w. The function A(z) - i(z - ik) B(z) has no 
nonreal zero on the imaginary axis. The inequalities 
1 A(z) + i(z - ik) B(z)1 < / A(z) - i(z - ik) B(z)1 
and 
I 44 + W)l(z + WI < I A(z) - iB(z)/(~ + ik)l 
hold when is2 - iz2 > 0. 
There exists a space satisfying the axioms corresponding to any given 
entire functions A(z) and B(z) which have the stated properties. 
THEOREM 2. Let A(z) and B(z) begiven entire functions such that A(z) and 
(z - ik) B(z) are even and real for real z. Assume that A(z) - i(z - ik) 
B(x) has no nonreal zero on the imaginary axis and that the inequalities 
and 
/ A(z) + i(z - ik) B(z)1 < I A(z) - i(z - ik) B(z)1 
I 44 + iB(x)/(z + ik)l d I A(x) - iB(#z + ik)l 
hold when h2 - ix2 > 0. Define K(w, x) by 
n(z2 - a2) K(w, x) = (x + B - 2ik) B(z) A(w) - (z + w + 2ik) A(z) B(w). 
Then there exists a unique Hilbert spaceY(A, B), whose elements are entire 
functions and which contains K(w, z) as a function of z for every complex 
number w, such that the identity 
F(w) = <F(t), K(w, t)> 
holds for every element F(z) of the space. The space satisfies the axioms (KO), 
(Kl), (K2), and (K3). 
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Hilbert spaces whose elements are pairs of entire functions are used to 
study isometric inclusions of spacesX(A, B). The notation I is used for the 
matrix (y -i). A bar is used to denote the conjugate transpose of a matrix. 
THEOREM 3. Let 
be a matrix of entire functions with determinant identically one such that A(z), 
(z - ik) B(x), (z + ik) C(z), and D( z ) are even and real for real z. Assume that 
the quotients of 
( 
44 44 (w -ik)B(w) 
C(w)/(w - ik) 
(w - ik) B(w) I
D(w) 1 i C(w)/(w - ik) DW 1 
---I 
and 
( 
44 %~)l(w +if4 
) ( 
I 44 WMw + ik) - 
(w + ik) C(w) D(w) (w + ik) C(w) D(w) 1 
_ I 
by w2 - %?j2 are nonnegative matrices for all complex w. For each complex 
number w, de$ne entire functions P(w, z), Q(w, z), R(w, z), and S(w, z) by 
27r(z2 - w2) P(w, z) = (z + B - 2ik) B(z) A(w) - (z + w + 2ik) A(x) R(w), 
274~~ - ~0~) Q(w, z) = (x + w - 2ik) B(z) C(w) 
- (z + @ + 2ik) [A(z) D(w) - 11, 
274.~~ - w2) R(w, z) = (z + w - 2ik) [D(z) A(w) - 11 
- (z + t% + 2ik) C(z) R(w), 
274~~ - w2) S(w, z) = (z + w - 2ik) D(z) C(w) 
- (z + @ + 2ik) C(z) D(w). 
Then there exists a unique Hilbert space X(M) whose elements are pairs ($i) 
of entire functions such that the expression 
( 
P(w, 4 Q(w, 4 u 
10 R(w, 4 S(w, 4 v 
belongs to the space for all complex numbers u, v, and w and such that the identity 
holds for every element (“,{:I ) of the space. 
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The problem of isometric inclusions for spaces X(-4, B) is a factorization 
problem for matrix valued entire functions. 
THEOREM 4. If .X(A(u), B(a)) and .%(M(a, b)) aYe gizsen spaces, there 
exists a space X(A(b), B(b)) such that 
(44 4, W, 4) = t-44 4, B(a, 4) Jf(a, b, 2). 
The space Z(A(u), B(u)) is contained in the space X’(A(b), B(b)) and the 
inclusion does not increase norms. A necessary and sufficient condition that the 
inclusion be isometric is that there exist no nonxero element ($$ of X(M(u, b)) 
such that A(u, z)F(z) + B(u, Z) G(z) belongs to X(A(a), B(u)). ,4ny such 
element (:I:;) is a constant with F(z) OY G(z) zero. If F(z) is an element of 
X(A(u), B(a)) which has a real zero w and if F(z)/(z - w) belongs to 
X(A(b), B(b)), then it belongs to X(A(u), B(u)). 
THEOREM 5. Let X(A(a), B(u)) and X(A(b), B(b)) be given spaces such 
that S(A(a), B(a)) is contained isometrically in X(A(b), B(b)). Assume that 
F(z)@ - w) beZongs to X(A(a), B(a)) whenever F(z) is an element of 
X(A(u), B(u)) with a real xero w such that F(z)/(z - w) belongs to 
X(A(b), B(b)). Then there exists a unique matrix vubed entire function 
M(a, b, x) such that a space Y(M(u, b)) exists and such that 
Mb, 4, W, 4) = (Ata, 4, Wa, 4) We b, 4. 
The subspaces of any given space %(A, B) are totally ordered by inclusion. 
THEOREM 6. Let X(A(u), B(u)), %(A@), B(b)), and X(A(c), B(C)) be 
given spaces such that 
and 
MC, z>, WC, 4) = Ma, x), B(a, 4) M(a, c, z) 
(4~ 4, WC, 4) = (44, B(b, z)) M(b, c, z) 
for spaces X(M(a, c)) and X(M(b, c)). Then either 
(46 4, BP, x>) = (Ata, 4, B(a, z)) M(a, b, 4 
for a space X(M(a, b)) or 
Mu> 4, B(a, 4) = (A@, 4, B@, 4) Wb, a, z) 
for a space Z(M(b, u)). 
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There exist nontrivial subspaces of any given space X(A, B) which is not 
one-dimensional. 
THEOREM 7. Iff(A(b), B(b)) is a g iven space and if t > 0 is a given num- 
ber, there exists a space Y(M(a, b)) such that A(a, b, - ik) = 1 = D(a, b, ik), 
such that 
and such that 
B’(a, b, - ik) - C’(a, 6, ik) = t, 
(44 4, B(b, 4) = (44.4, B(a, 4) Jff(a, h ~4 
for entire functions A(a, z) and B(a, z) which satisfy the inequalities 
1 A(a, 2) + i(z - ik) B(a, x)1 < ( A(a, z) - i(z - ik) B(a, x)1 
and 
I A@, 4 + iB(a, z)/(z + ik)l < I A@, z) - iB(a, z)/(z + ik)l 
for i.9 - iz2 > 0. 
The functions defining subspaces of a space %(A, B) satisfy an integral 
equation. 
THEOREM 8. For each t > 0, let X(A(t), B(t)) be a given space such that 
(A(h4, W, 4) = Ma, z:>, B(a, 4) M(a, b, 4 
for a space %(i’W(a, b)) whenever a < b. Assume that 
A(u, b, - ik) = 1 = D(a, b, ik) 
whenever a < b. Then there exist nondecreasing functions a(t) and y(t) oft > 0 
such that 
B’(u, b, - ik) = or(b) - a(u) and C’(u, b, ik) = r(a) - y(b) 
when a < b. If they are continuous functions of t, then A(t, w) and B(t, w) are 
continuous functions of t which satisfy the integral equations 
and 
A(u, w) - A(b, w) = (w - ik) I” B(t, w) dy(t) 
a 
B(b, w) - B(u, w) = (w + ik) I” A(t, w) da(t) 
a 
for every complex number w. 
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The Gauss spaces are characterized by an axiom which implies symmetry 
relations for the defining functions A(z) and B(z). 
THEOREM 9. Let h be a given positive number, and let X(A, B) be a given 
space such that F(i - z) belongs to the space whenever F(x) belongs to the space. 
Assume that the identity 
(F(i - t) + (h - $)[F(i - t) -F(t)]& + it), G(- t) + ih[G(- t) - G(t)]/t) 
= (F(- t) + ih[F(- t) -F(t)]/& 
G(i - t) + (h - &)[G(i - t) - G(t)]/(Q + it)) 
holds for all elements F(x) and G(z) of the space. Then the symmetry relations 
A(i - z) + (h - &)[A(i - z) - A@)]/(& + iz) = A(z) s + iB(z) r 
and 
B(i - z) + (h - $)[B(i - 2) - B(z)]/($ + ix) = iA(z)p - B(z) s 
hold for real numbers p, Y, and s such that s2 - pr = 1. 
The axiom is hereditary in subspaces. 
THEOREM 10. Let X(A(a), B(a)), X(A(b), B(b)), and X(M(a, b)) be 
given spaces uch that 
(4, ~4, BP, 4) = Ma, 4, B(a, 4) Ma, b, 4. 
If *(A(b), B(b)) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 9 for some h, then 
X(A(a), B(a)) satisJies the hypotheses of the theorem for the same h. 
Subspaces are determined by a knowledge of coefficients in the symmetry 
relations. 
THEOREM 11. If X(A(c), B(c)) is a given space which satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 9 and is not one-dimensional, then. when a = c, the symmetry 
relations 
and 
A(a, i - z) + (h - &[A(a, i - z) - A(a, z)]/($ + iz) 
= A(a, z) s(a) + iB(a, x) r(u) 
B(a, i - x) + (h - +)[B(a, i - z) - B(a, z)]/(i + iz) 
= iA(a, z) p(a) - B(a, x) s(a) 
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aye sutisjedfor posit&e numbers p(u), r(u), and s(u) such that 
s(a)” - p(u) r(u) = 1. 
For any giwen number s(u), 1 < s(a) < s(c), there exists a unique space 
X(A(u), B(u)) contained isometrically in Z(A(c), B(c)) such that the above 
symmetry relations are sutisjied. The intersection of the spaces contains no non- 
zero element. 
A Gauss space is essentially determined by a knowledge of coefficients in 
the symmetry relations. 
THEOREM 12. Let &-(A+, B,) and Y(A- , BJ be given spaces which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9 for the same h. Ifs+ = s- , then there exists 
an even entire function S(z) which is real for real x, has no zeros, and is periodic 
of period i, such that the transformation F(z) -+ S(z) F(z) is an isometry of 
%-(A- , B-) onto X(A+ , B,). 
A Gauss space exists with given coefficients in the symmetry relations. 
THEOREM 13. Let h be a given positive number. For each positive number a, 
there exists a space X(A(u), B(u)) satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 9 
such that an entire function F(z), with F(x) OY (z - ih) F(z) an even function of z, 
belongs to the space if, and only if, it is of bounded type and of mean type at most 
a in the upper half-plane and 
11 F(t>ll” = r(h ; 42 s I fm F(t) r(h - it) r(h - it) 2 dt < co. --m P( - it) r(+ - it) 
The symmetry relations are satisfied with s(u) = cash(u). 
A computation of A(u, z) and B(u, z) is made in terms of the hyper- 
geometric series 
F(a, b; c; z) = 1 + $ z + 4~ + l>W + 1) 22 + .,. . 
2!c(c + 1) 
THEOREM 14. For each positiwe number u, the functions A(u, z) and B(u, z) 
of Theorem 13 can be chosen to be 
A(u, z) = cosh2h-2”(+ u)F(h - iz, h + iz; h + k; - sinha( 
and 
(h + h) B(a, 4/(x + ih) 
= sinh2h+sk(&z) F(h - ix, h + ix; h + k + 1; - sinh2(&)). 
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The symmetry relations are satisfied with s(a) = cash(a), 
and 
p(a) = sinh(a) sinh 2ht2"-l(+a)/cosh2"-2k-l(&a) 
y(a) = sinh(a) cosh2JL-2k-1(Qa),kinh2A+2k-1(ia). 
The integral equations of Theorem 8 are satisfied with 
a(b) - a(a) = j" sinh2hT2k-1(&)/cosh2h-2k-1(&t) dt 
a 
and 
I@) - r(a) = jR cosh2h-zk-1(&t)/sinh2h+2k-1(+t) dt. 
Another choice of A(a, x) and B(a, z) is convenient for eigenfunction 
expansions. 
THEOREM 15. For each positive number a, the functions A(a, z) and B(a, z) 
of Theorem 13 can be chosen to be 
and 
A(a, z) = sinhh+“-*($a) coshh-“+*($a) 
x F(h - iz, h + iz; h + k; - sinh2(&a)) 
(h + 4 &, x)/(z + a> 
= sinhh+k+*(&a) coshh-k-f(+a) F(h - ix, h + iz; h + k + 1; - sinh2(&z)). 
The symmetry relations are satisfied with 
s(a) = cash(a) and p(a) = sinh(a) = r(a). 
The integral equations 
A(a, z) - A(b, x) = (x - ik) I” B(t, x) dt - (h 
a 
- k 
s 
b A(t, z) coth(t) dt 
a 
and 
B(b, Z) - B(a, z) = (z + ih) 1” A(t, z) dt - (h 
a 
- k 
s 
b B(t, x) coth(t) dt 
a 
- 4) j: A(t, z) csch(t) dt 
+J j; B(t, z) csch(t) dt 
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hold when 0 < a < b < 00. If f+(x) and f-(x) are elements of L2(0, CD) which 
vanish outside of (0, a), the eakentransform F(x) dejned by 
@4 = j; f+W 4,4 dt + s;f-(t, W, 4 dt 
belongs to X(A(a), B(a)) and 
n llF(t)/12 = 1; lf+(t)12 dt + j, I f-@)I2 dt. 
Every element of X(A(a), B(a)) is of this form. Let f+(x) and f-(x) and g+(x) 
and g-(x) be elements of L2(0, co) which vanish outside of (0, a), and let F(x) and 
G(z) be their eigentransforms. A necessary and su$icient condition that 
G(x) = F(- z) + ih[F(- x) - F(z)]/x 
is that g+(x) = f+(x) and g-(x) = -f-(x) for almost all x. A necessary and 
suficient condition that G(z) = zF(z) is that f+(x) and f-(x) be equivalent to 
absolutely continuous functions of x such that 
f-(x) sinhh+~-~(gx)/cosh”-~-~(~x) 
goes to zero as x goes to zero and such that 
g+(x) = f-‘(x) - ikf+(x) + (h - 4) f-(x) cd(x) + kf-(x) coth(x) 
and 
g-(x) = -f+‘(x) + ikf-(x) + (h - i)f+(x) csch(x) + hf+(x) coWx) 
for almost all x. A necessary and suficient condition that 
G(z) = F(i - z) + (h - #[F(i - z) - F(z)]/(Q + ix) 
is that 
and 
g+(x) = f+(x) cash(x) + g-(x) sinh(x) 
g-(x) = ;f+(x) sinh(x) -f-(x) cash(x) 
for almost all x. 
The Kummer spaces are a limiting case of the Gauss spaces. 
THEOREM 16. Let .%?(A, B) be a given space such that 
[F(i - 4 - F(41/($ + i.4 
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belongs to the space whenever F(z) belongs to the space. Assume that the identity 
([F(i - t) - F(t)]/(fr + it), G(- t) + ih[G(- t) - G(t)]/t) 
= (F(- t) + ih[F(- t) - F(t)]/t, [G(i - t) - G(t)]/(+ + it)) 
holds for all elements F(z) and G(z) of the space. Then the symmetry relations 
[A(i - z) - A(z)]/(Q + iz) = A(z) s + iB(z) r 
and 
[B(i - x) - B(.z)]/(+ + iz) = iA(z)p - B(z) s 
hold for real numbers p, r, and s such that pr = 9. 
The axiom is hereditary in subspaces. 
THEOREM 17. Let X(A(a), B(a)), X(A(b), B(b)), and X(M(a, b)) be 
given spaces such that 
(A(& 4, BP, 4) = Ma, 4, &a, 4) Ma, b, 4. 
If X(A(b), B(b)) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 16, then so does 
~G%), B(4). 
Subspaces are determined by the coefficients in the symmetry relations. 
THEOREM 18. If X(A(c), B(c)) . as a g iven space which satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 16 and is not one-dimensional, then when a = c the symmetry 
relations 
[A(a, i - z) - A(a, x)1/(& + ix) = A(a, z) s(a) + iB(a, x) r(a) 
and 
[B(a, i - z) - B(a, z)]/($ + iz) = iA(a, z)p(a) - B(a, z) s(a) 
are satisfied for positive numbers p(a), r(a), and s(a) such that 
p(a) r(u) = s(a)2. 
For any given number s(a), 0 < s(a) < s(c), there exists a unique space 
S(A(a), B(a)) contained isometrically in .X(A(c), B(c)) such that the above 
symmetry relations are satisfied. The intersection of the spaces contains no non- 
zero element. 
A Kummer space is essentially determined by the coefficients in the sym- 
metry relations. 
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THEOREM 19. Let X(A+ , II,) and %(A-, B-) be given spaces which 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 16. If s+ = s- , then there exists an even 
entire function S(x) which is real for real z, has no zeros, and is periodic of 
period i, such that the transformation F(z) -+ S(z) F(z) is an isometry of 
X(A- , B-) onto %(A+, II,). 
There exists a Kummer space with given coefficients in the symmetry 
relations. 
THEOREM 20. For each positive number a, there exists a space X(4(a), B(a)) 
satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 16 such that an entire function F(z), with 
F(x) or (z - ih) F(z) an even function of z, belongs to the space if, and only if, 
F(z)/r(+ - iz) is of bounded type and of mean type at most log(4/a) in the 
upper half-plane and 
(I F(t)lj2 = rr jT9 j $t)i;&;if!:.) I2 dt < 00. 
-cc 2 
The symmetry relations are satisfied with s(a) = 2/a. 
A computation of A(a, z) and B(a, z) is made in terms of confluent hyper- 
geometric series. Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric series 
+ + 1) F(a; c; 4 = 1 + 6 x + 2!c(c t- 1> x2 + ... 
is a limiting case of Gauss’s series F(a, b; c; z). The analogue of Euler’s 
representation 
I’(c) r(s) F(a, b; c + s; w) = r(c + s) IIF(a, b; c; tw) P-1(1 - t)s-1 dt, 
0 
which holds when 1 w 1 < 1, Re c > 0, and Re s > 0, is the representation 
q4 r(s) Q; c + s; w) = T(c + s) jr F(a; c; tw) t”-‘(1 - t)s-l dt, 
which holds for all complex w when Re c > 0 and Re s > 0. A convenient 
hypergeometric notation, due to Whittaker, starts with the function 
M, ,Jx) = xm+* exp(- ix) F(m + 4 - h; 2m + 1; x), 
which has the representation 
r(2m + 1 - 4 r(s) Mk,,(x)/Wm + 1) 
= xm+i exp(- ix) jlF(m + t - k; 2m + 1 - S; xt) t2m--s(l - t>,-l dt 
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when x > 0 and 0 < Re s < Re(2m $ 1). The Whittaker function Wk,,J~) 
is defined by the integral representation 
r(2m + 1 - s) r($ - m - k) W,,,,(x)/r(l - S) 
z= A?++ exp( - 4%) lmF(m + + - k; 2m + 1 - S; - ~t)t*+~(l + t)S-l dt 
0 
which holds when x > 0 and Re s < Re(2m + 1). The representation 
w ~?c.&) 
= Xc+k exp(- 34 j,” exp(-xt)t~-lF(~+m-k,~-m-k;c;-t)dt 
holds when x > 0 and Re c > 0. Equivalence of the representations is 
proved by taking Mellin transforms. The identity 
T(a) F(b) qc - s). j," F(a, b; c; - t) ts-l dt = r(c) r(s) r(u - s) r(b - s) 
holds when 0 < Re s < min(Re a, Re b). The identity 
T(a) F(c - s) j;F(u; c; - t) ts-l dt = r(c) r(s) r(a - s) 
holds when 0 < Re s < Re a. The Whittaker function W,&X) is an even 
entire function of m for each positive number x and complex number K. 
THEOREM 21. The functions A(u, 2) and B(u, z) of Theorem 20 can be 
chosen to be 
A(u, x) = a”-* exp(+u) Wt-k,iz(u) 
and 
B(u, z)/(z + ik) = &-* exp(- Qa) FV-i-r,iz(u). 
The symmetry relations are satisfied with 
and 
s(u) = 2/a, p(u) = 2u-1-2L exp(- a), 
r(u) = 2~z-l+~” exp(u). 
The integral equations 
A(b, w) - A(a, w) = (w - ik) jb B(t, w) t-1+2” exp(t) dt 
a 
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and 
B(a, w) - B(b, w) = (w + ih) j” A(t, w) t-1-2k exp(- t) dt 
a 
hold for all complex w when 0 < a < b < co. 
A different choice of A(a, z) and B(a, z) is convenient for the eigenfunction 
expansion. 
THEOREM 22. The functions A(a, x) and B(a, x) of Theorem 20 can be 
chosen to be 
and 
A(a, x) = W+-k,iz(a)/a* 
B(a, X)/(X + ih) = W-+-k,iz(a)/a+. 
The symmetry relations are satisfied with p(a), r(a), and s(a) equal to 2/a. The 
integral equations 
A(b, w) - A(a, w) = (w - ih) j” B(t, w)/t dt - jb (+ + h/t) A(t, w) dt 
a a 
and 
B(a, w) - B(b, w) = (w + ih) j” A(t, w)/t dt - 1” (3 + h/t) B(t, w) dt 
a *a 
hold when 0 < a -C b -C co. If f+(x) and f-(x) are ehwzts of L2(0, a) which 
vanish in (0, a), the eigentransform F(z), dejined by 
d’(z) = jm f+(t) A(t, z)/t” dt + jm f-(t) B(t, x)/t: dt 
0 0 
belongs to X(A(a), B(a)) and 
z- II WI” = j, If+(t)12 dt + jm If-W dt. 
0 
Every element of X(A(a), B(a)) is of this form. Let f+(x) and f-(x) and g+(x) 
and g-(x) be elements of L2(0, CD) which vanish in (0, a), and let F(z) and G(x) 
be the eigentransforms. A necessary and su@icient condition that 
G(z) = F(- x) + ih[F(- x) - F(z)]/x 
is that g+(x) = f+(x) and g-(x) = -f-(x) for almost all x. A necessary and 
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sujicient condition that G(z) = zF(z) is that f+(x) andf-(x) be equivalent to 
absolutely continuous functions of x such that 
XL-?; exp(- 4 ~)f-(x) 
has limit zero at infinity and such that 
g+(x) = - xf-‘(x) + (x + k - .$)f-(x) - ikj+(x) 
and 
g-(x) = xf+‘@> + (x + k + it)f+(x) + ikf-(x) 
for almost all x. A necessary and suficient condition that 
G(x) = [F(i - z) - F(x)]/(+ + ix) 
is that 
g+(x) = w+c-4 + if-WI/~ and g-(x) = 2i[f+(x) + ;f-(x)1/x 
for almost all x. 
There exist finite dimensional analogues of the Gauss and Kummer spaces. 
THEOREM 23. Let h and Y be given positive numbers. Assume that an inner 
product on polynomials is given such that the identities 
<UF, G) = (F, UG) and ((2 + ikU)F, G) = (F, (2 + ikU) G) 
hold for all polynomials F(x) and G(z), where 
2 : F(x) + S(z) and U : F(x) -+F(- x) + ik[F(- z) - F(z)]/z. 
Assume that the identity (TF, UG) = ( UF, TG) holds for all polynomials F(z) 
and G(z), where 
T : F(x) -+ [(h + iz) (r + iz) F(i - x) - (h - 8) (r - +) F(z)]/($ + ix). 
Define operators L, , L- , and D on polynomials by D = +(TU + UT), 
L- = +(TU - UT) - i(Z + ikU) and L, = +(TU - UT) + i(Z + ikU). 
Then the identities (OF, G) = (F, DG) and (L-F, G) = (F, L,G) hold for 
all polynomials F(z) and G(z). The identities 
DL--L-D = -LL_, DL,-L+D=L,, 
L-L, - L+L- = 20 + 4(h - 4) (r - 4) U + 4kUD, 
L-L, + L+L- - 2D2 - 2kU = 2k2 - 2(h - +)a - 2(r - 9)” + $ 
are satis$ed. 
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It follows that any two inner products on polynomials which satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 23 differ only in a constant factor. The norm is 
given by a gamma function integral. 
THEOREM 24. If h and r are given positive numbers, there exists an inner 
product on polynomials, which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 23, such that 
the identity 
r(h + r) r(h + k) r(r + 4 II W)V 
fm zzz 
i I 
F(t) r(h - it) rp - it) r(r - it) 2 dt 
-co T(- it) r($ - it) 
holds whenever F(z) is a polynomial such that F(z) or (z - ih)F(z) is an even 
function of z. The norm of the polynomial one is equal to one. 
If a, b, and c are given positive numbers, let %?(a, b; c; x) be the Hilbert 
space of power series f (z) = a, + a,x + a++ + ... such that 
l!c 2!c(c + 1) 
llf(4l” = I a0 I2 + ab I a, I2 + a(a + 1) b(b + 1) 1 a2 I2 + ... < co. 
The elements of the space are convergent power series in the unit disk. For 
each number w, 1 w 1 < 1, the series F(a, 6; c; ZW) belongs to the space, and 
the identity 
f(w) = (f(4, F(a, b; c; ~3) 
holds for every element f(z) of the space. The space is used to construct a 
model for the operator identities of Theorem 23. 
THEOREM 25. Let h and r be given positive numbers. Define transformations 
L, , L- , and D on pairs of polynomials by U : (f(z),g(z)) -+ (f(z), - g(z)), 
bY D : (f(47 g(4) - (449 44> if 
~(4 = 24’(4 + (h + k + r - t) f(z) 
and 
44 = 2&(4 + (h + k + r + i> gC4, 
bY L- : (f(4, &a - 044~44) if 
44 = 2zg’(4 + (2h + 2k)gk) 
and 
44 = 2f’(4, 
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and 
u(z) = 22g’(z) + (2h -t 2r) zg(x) 
v(z) = 2zf’(z) + (2r + 2k)f(z). 
Then the identities 
DL---L-D = -LL_, DL,-L+D=L,, 
L-L,-L+L.-=20+4(h-+)(r-+)U$4kUD, 
and 
L-L, + L,L- - 2D2 - 2kU = 2k2 - 2(h - +)” - 2(r - +)” + Q 
are satisfied. DeJine an inner product on pairs of polynomials by 
Ii( gWll” = Ilf (4ll” + II &)l12 (h + 4k + 4, 
where the norm off(z) is taken in 5f(r + k, h + r; h + k; .z) and the norm of 
g(z) is taken in V(r + k + 1, h + r; h + k + 1; z). Then the identities 
and 
@(f, g), 0~ 4) = ((f, id, W ~1) 
(Uf, g), 64 v)> = ((ft $9, L+(% 4) 
hold for all pairs (f(z), g(z)) and (u(z), v(z)) of polynomials. 
A comparison of the two models leads to an isometric expansion. 
THEOREM 26. Let h and r be given positive numbers, and define operators 
L, , L- , and D as in Theorem 23. 
(A) For each polynomial f (z), there exists a corresponding polynomial F(z) 
such that the identity 
r(h + k) r(r - iz) r(r + iz)F(z) 
p(r + k) r(h + r) 
= 
s 
;f(t)F(h - iz, h + iz; h + k; - t/(1 - t)) th+k-l(l - t)7-“l dt 
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holds when - Y < y < Y. The identity 
W + 7) W + 4 r(r + 4 llf(~)ll” 
+m s I F(t) P(h - it) P(k - it) P(r - it) z 2 dt --m F(- it) F($ - it) 
holds with the norm off(z) taken in U(Y + k, h + Y; h + k; z). The poly- 
nomia2 F(z) = 1 is obtained when f (z) = 1. 
(B) For each polynomial f (z), there exists a corresponding polynomial F(z) 
such that the identity 
f(h + k + 1) W - iz) I’(Y + iz) F(z) 
r(r + k) r(h + y> 
= i(x + ik) l’f(t)F(h - iz, h + iz; h + k + 1; - t/(1 - t)) 
0 
x th+k(l - t)r- dt 
holds when - Y < y < Y. The identity 
r(h + r) r(h + 4 r(r + 4 llf (4ll” (h + WY + 4 
fm 
= 
s I 
F(t) P(h - it) P(k - it) T(Y - it) 2 dt 
-co F(- it) P(& - it) 
holds with the norm off(z) taken in g(~ + k + 1, h + r; h + k + 1; z). 
(Cl Let fM and A4 6 e g iven polynomials, and let F(x) and G(z) be the 
correspondingpolynomials dejined as in Part A. Then the condition D: F(x)-+ G(x) 
is equivalent to the condition 
&) = 2d’b) + (h + k + r - S)f(4. 
(D) Let f (x) and g(z) be given polynomials, and let F(z) and G(z) be the 
corresponding polynomials defined as in Part B. Then the condition D: F(z)-+ G(z) 
is equivalent to the condition 
&) = 2zf ‘(2) + (h + k + r + #f(4. 
(E) Let f (4 and g(z) b e g iven polynomials, let F(z) be the polynomial 
corresponding to f (z) as in Fart A, and let G(z) be the polynomial corresponding 
to g(z) as in Part B. Then the condition L- : F(z) + G(z) is equivalent to the 
condition 
g(z) = 2zf ‘(4, 
409/371’-2 
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and the condition L, : F(z) ---f G(z) is equivalent to the condition 
g(x) =--. 2$(z) + (2r + 2k)f(z). 
(F) Let f(z) and g(z) be given polynomials, let F(z) be the polynomial 
corresponding to f (z) as in Part B, and let G(z) be the polynomial corresponding 
to g(z) as in Part A. Then the condition L- : F(z) - G(z) is equivalent to the 
condition 
&> = 2d’(4 + (2h + 24f(z), 
and the condition L, : F(x) ---f G(z) is equivalent to the condition 
g(x) = 2z2f’(z) + (2h + 2r) zf(z). 
Proof of Theorem 1. The axiom (KO) states that the transformation 
F(z) -+ F(- z) + ik[F(- .a) - F(z)]/z is isometric. Since it is its own 
inverse, it is also self-adjoint. It follows that every element of the space is the 
orthogonal sum of an eigenfunction for the eigenvalue one and an eigenfunc- 
tion for the eigenvalue minus one. The eigenfunctions for the eigenvalue 
one are the elements of the space which are even functions of x. The eigen- 
functions for the eigenvalue minus one are the elements F(z) of the space 
such that (a - ik) F( x is an even function of a. Let Z+ be the unique ) 
Hilbert space of entire functions such that the transformation 
F(z) + F(z2 + k2) is an isometry of Z+ onto the even elements of Y. Let 
~8~ be the unique Hilbert space of entire functions such that the transforma- 
tion F(z) + (z + ik) F(z2 + k2) is an isometry of X onto the set of elements 
G(x) of s such that (a - ik) G( x is an even function of z. A straightforward ) 
calculation using the axioms (Kl), (K2), and (K3) will show that the spaces 
X+ and X satisfy the axioms (HI), (H2), and (H3) of Ref. [l]. It also follows 
from the axioms that every element F(z) of X belongs to X+ , that G(z)/z 
belongs to 3E”_ whenever G(z) is an element of X+ which vanishes at the 
origin, and that the identity 
(F(t), W/O- = (F(t), G(t))+ 
holds for all such elements F(z) and G(z). 
Since the space Z is assumed to contain a nonzero element, the space Z+ 
contains a nonzero element. By Theorem 23 of Ref. [l], the space Z+ is 
equal isometrically to a space X(E+). If E+(z) = A+(z) - iB+(z) where 
A+(z) and B+(z) are entire functions which are real for real z, then 
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belongs to &‘(E+) as a function of x for every complex number w, and the 
identity 
holds for every element F(z) of X(23+). Since F(x)/x belongs to %‘(E+) 
whenever F(z) is an element of %(E+) w lc vanishes at the origin, E+(z) h’ h 
has a nonzero value at the origin. For every complex number w, the expression 
K+(w, .z) K+(O, 0) - K+(w, 0) K+(O, z) is an element of X(E+.) which 
vanishes at the origin. It follows that its quotient by z belongs to #- and 
that the identity 
= @v), [K+(w, 0K+(O, 0) - K+(w, 0) K+(O, q1/0- 
holds for every element F(z) of Z- . If .2? contains no nonzero element, then 
X(23,) is one-dimensional and E+(z) can be chosen so that B+(z) and X&(Z) 
are linearly dependent. If .K contains a nonzero element, it is equal isome- 
trically to a space s(E). If A-(x), B-(x), and K(w, x) are defined as above 
with E+(z) replaced by E-(z), then the identity 
Q’(t), K-h 4 K+tO, 0) - K+(w, 0) K-to, W- 
= 07% [K+tw, t)I(,@, 0) - K+tw, 0) K+tO, W>- 
holds for every elementF(x) of X(O). By the arbitrariness of F(z), the iden- 
tity 
K(w, 4 K+(O, 0) - K+(w, 0) K-(0,4 
= CK+(wt 4 K+(O, 0) - fir+@, 0) K+(O, 41/z 
holds for all complex z and w. It follows that the choice of E+(z) and E-(z) 
can be made so that A+(z) = A-( x and B+(z) = z&(x). The theorem ) 
follows with A(z) = A+(z2 + k2) and B(z) = B+(z2 + P)/(z - ik) since 
K(w, z) = K+(w2 + k2, x2 + k2) + (x + ik) (a - ik) Km(w2 + k2, .z2 + k2). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Since A(z) and (z - ik) B(z) are assumed to be even 
entire functions, there exist entire functions A+(z) and B+(z) such that 
A+(z2 + k2) = A(x) and B+(z2 + k2) = (z - ik) B(x). Since A(x) and 
(z - ik) B(z) are real for real z, A+(x) and B+(z) are real for real x. The 
hypotheses imply that the entire function E+(z) = A+(z) - 23+(z) satisfies 
the inequality 1 E+(x - ir)l < ( E+(x + i)l for y > 0 and has no real zero 
which is less than ke. It follows that a space %‘(E+) exists and thatF(z)/(z - w) 
belongs to the space whenever F(z) is an element of the space which has a 
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real zero u: less than K2. Since (x - ik) B( x is an even entire function, B+(z) ) 
vanishes at the origin. By hypothesis, the entire functions A-(z) -= -4, (z) 
and B-(z) -= B+(z)/z are real for real z and satisfy the inequality 
/ A-(z) $ iB-(z)/ < / A-(z) - iB-(z)l 
for y > 0. Since A-(z) - iB_(z) has no zero in the upper half-plane, the 
inequality is strict unless A-(z) and B-(z) are linearly dependent. It follows 
that a space Z(E-) exists, E-(x) = A-(z) - Z-(Z), if ~/l+(x) and B+(o) 
are linearly independent. Since G(z) has no real zero which is less than k”, 
the function F(z)/(z - W) belongs to the space whenever F(z) is an element 
of the space which has a real zero w less than k2. If &l+(x) and B,(z) are 
linearly dependent, then (a + ik) A(z) and B(z) are linearly dependent and 
the desired space %(A, B) is a one-dimensional space spanned by -4(a). The 
axioms (KO), (Kl), (K2), and (K3) are satisfied because A(z) is an even 
entire function which is real for real z and has only real zeros. If a space 
#(E-) exists, let X be the set of entire functions of the form 
F(z2 + k2) + (x + ik) G(z2 + k2) 
with F(z) in X(E+) and G(z) in X(EJ. Then X is a Hilbert space in the 
norm 
It F(t2 + k2) + (t + ik) GO2 + k2) II2 = II F(t) //+2 t I/ G(t) /I-~. 
The axioms (KO), (Kl), (K2), and (K3) are easily verified. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let 
be the matrix of entire functions defined by 
A(x) = A+(z2 + k2), (x - ik) B(z) = B+(z2 + k2), 
C(Z)/(Z - ik) = C+(z2 + k2), D(z) = D+(z2 + k2). 
The hypotheses imply that the identity 
M+(w) IM+(zo) = I 
and the inequality 
[M+(w) IiT?+ - I]/(w - tq 2 0 
hold for all complex w. By Theorem 28 of Ref. [l], there exists a unique 
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Hilbert space #(AZ+) whose elements are pairs of entire functions, such that 
M+(z) m?+(w) - I 24 
27T(z - q 0 v 
belongs to the space for all complex numbers U, v, and w, and such that the 
identity 
holds for every element (${:I) of the space. Let 
A-(z) B-(z) 
M-(x) = (C-(z) D-(z) 1 
be the matrix of entire functions defined by 
A(z) = A-(22 + kg), B(z)/(z + ik) = B&i2 + k2), 
(z + ik) C(z) = C-(z2 + k2), D(z) = D&c2 + k2). 
The hypotheses imply the existence of a corresponding space S(M). The 
theorem follows with Z(M) defined so that the transformation 
) 
is an isometry of &‘(M+) into X(M), so that the transformation 
(z + ik)F(x2 + k2) 
G(z2 + k2) 1 
is an isometry of S(K) into X(M), and so that the ranges of these isometries 
are orthogonal subspaces of X(M) which span X(M). 
Proof of Theorem 4. The theorem follows from Theorem 34 of Ref. [l] 
and the decomposition in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The theorem follows by decomposition from Theo- 
rem 33 and Problems 100 and 102 of Ref. [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The theorem follows from Problem 112 of Ref. [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 7. The theorem follows from Theorem 36 of Ref. [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 8. The theorem follows from Theorem 40 of Ref. [l]. 
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Proof of Theorem 9. When 
F( - z) + ih[F( - x) - F(z)]/z 
= [(z + ol - 2274 B(x) A(cd) - (z + a: + 2ik) A(z) B(cx)]/[7(22 - G”)] 
and 
G(- x) + ik[G(- z) - G(x)]/z 
= [(z + p - 2ik) B(x) &3(B) - (z + p + 23 A(z) B(/3)]/[7r(x2 - p”)] 
for given complex numbers 01 and j3, the identity of the theorem reads 
F(i - B) + (h - WG - B) - WWG + 8) 
= q(i - a) + (h - &)[G(i - a) - G(a)]/(& - 6). 
An equivalent identity is 
Q(4 &4 + P(,) B(w) + -m) Q(w) + B(z) qw> = 0, 
where 
and 
P(z) = A(i - z) + (h - i)[A(i - z) - A(z)]/(+ + ix) 
Q(x) = B(i - z) + (h - +)[B(i - z) - B(x)]/(+ + iz). 
Since A(z) and B(z) are linearly independent, it follows that 
P(z) = A(z) s + a(z) r and Q(x) = z’A(x)p - B(z) 4 
for some complex numbers p, Q, Y, and s. The identity implies that p and Y 
are real and that 4 = S. Since A(- Z) = &s(z) and B(- Z) = - B(z), s is 
real. Since the transformation 
F(z) -F(‘(i - z) + (h - #[F(i - ii) - F(z)]/($ + iz) 
is its own inverse, s2 - pr = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 10. Consider first the case in which the domain of 
multiplication by x in X(A(b), B(b)) is not dense in the space. If F(z) belongs 
to the domain of multiplication by z in the space, then so does 
G(z) = F(i - z) + (h - ;)[F(i - z) - F(z)]/(+ + iz) 
since 
(i - z) G(z) + i(2h - l)F(z) 
= (i - z)F(i - z) + (h - *)[(i - x)F(i - z) - zF(z)]/(~ + ix). 
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The orthogonal complement of the domain of multiplication by z in 
w449 w+) . P is s anned by a function S(b, x) which is equal to A@, Z) or 
B(b, z). The identity of Theorem 9 implies that S(b, Z) is an eigenfunction of 
the transformation 
F(z) +F(i - z) + (h - Q)[F(i - z) - F(z)]/($ + iz). 
Since S(b, x + ik) has no zeros in the upper half-plane, this implies that 
S(b, Z) has only a finite number of zeros and that &&4(B), B(b)) is finite 
dimensional. But it is easily seen that a finite dimensional space which satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem 9 is one-dimensional. The theorem is immediate 
in this case. 
Assume that the domain of multiplication by x is dense in X(/l(b), B(b)). 
By Theorem 9, the symmetry relations 
A@, i - x) + (h - &)[A(b, i - z) - A(b, x)1/(& + ix) 
= A(b, x) s(b) - iB(b, z) r(b) 
B(b, i - z) + (h - -&)[B(b, i - z) - B(b, x)1/(4 + iz) 
= iA(b, z) p(b) - B(b, x) s(b) 
hold for real numbers p(b), r(b), and s(b) such that 
S(b)2 - p(6) r(b) = 1. 
If h(b) is a solution of the equation 
h(b)2 - 244 h(b) + 1 = 0, 
and if u(b) and v(b) are numbers, not both zero, such that 
46) u(b) + ip(@ o(b) = X(b) u(b) 
and 
s(b) w(6) - ir(b) u(b) = h(b) a(b), 
then the function 
w, 4 = 4, z) u(b) +B(b, z) o(b) 
satisfies the identity 
S(b, Z + i) + (h - $)[S(b, z + i) - S(b, - z)]/($ - iz) 
= h(b) S(b, z) - 2&s(b) X(b) B(b, z)/(z + 2X). 
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If X(b) is chosen so that 
iv(b) G(b) - iu(b) a(b) 2 0, 
then S(b, z -/- ik) has no zeros in the upper half-plane and 
lims~p ] S(b, - iy)jS(b, iy)] < 1. 
Since the domain of multiplication by x is dense in X(A(b), B(b)), 
lim y-lB(b, iy)/S(b, iy) = 0. 
y++m 
It follows that 
lim S(b, zj~ + i)/S(b, iy) = h(b). 
y++m 
The hypotheses imply that the functions A(a, x + ik)/S(b, z + ik) and 
B(a, .a + ik)/S(b, x + ik) are of bounded type and have no zeros in the upper 
half-plane. If their common mean type is denoted ~(a) - r(b), then 
diyrn I[44 i + i)/S(h ir + i)l/[4a, iy)/S(b, ir)]I = exp[T(a) - 7(b)] 
and 
/jym IMU, i + i)lW4 iy + i)l/P(a, NW4 +)]I = exp[+) - +)I 
by Problem 208 of Ref. [I]. It follows that 
Jjym I 44 ti + i)/A(a, iy)l = I WI exp[+) - +)I 
and that 
Jjym I W, iy + i)/B(a, +)I = I @)I exp[du> - +)I. 
IfF(z) belongs to the domain of multiplication by z in X(/I(a), B(u)), then 
l$y,y l3WWh iI < 00. 
It follows that 
G(z) = F(i - z) + (h - $)[F(i - z) - F(z)]/(Q + iz) 
is an element of %(A(b), B(b)) such that 
lip,zy I YWY)/~U, iy + 41 -=c ~0 
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and 
It follows that 
and that 
I ~G(iy)l% ir)l < ~0. 
By the proof of Theorem 26 of Ref. [I], these conditions imply that G(z) 
belongs to the closure of the domain of multiplication by z in .X(/l(a), B(a)). 
Since the transformation 
F(z) -+F(i - z) + (h - $#yi - z) - F(x)]/(& + ix) 
is everywhere defined in X(/l(b), B(b)) and has a closed graph, it is bounded. 
The closure of the domain of multiplication by x in %(A(a), B(a)) is an 
invariant subspace for the transformation since it is contained isometrically 
in .X(A(b), B(b)). It follows that Z(A(a), B(u)) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 9 if multiplication by x is densely defined in the space. 
Consider the set of all spaces which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9, 
which are contained isometrically in Y(A(b), B(b)), and which contain 
X(A(a), B(u)). The intersection of these spaces is clearly such a space. It is 
therefore sufficient to give a proof of the theorem in the case that 
%(/l(b), B(b)) is the only such space. But in this case the domain of multi- 
plication by x in Y(A(b), B(b)) is contained in Y(A(a), B(u)). The theorem 
follows since X(A(B), B(b)) is one-dimensional if multiplication by x is not 
densely defined in the space. 
Proof of Theorem 11. Assume for definiteness that the parameter c is a 
positive number. By Theorem 7, there exist spaces X(A(u), B(u)), 0 < a < c, 
and spaces X(M(u, b)), 0 < a < b ,( c, with these properties: The identity 
(-w, 4, w4 4) = (4% 4, qa, 4) M(a, b, 4 
holds when a < b. The identity 
A(u, 6, - 2%) = 1 = D(u, b, ik) 
holds when a < b. The expression B’(u, t, - ik) - C’(u, t, ik) is an abso- 
lutely continuous function of t, a < t < c, for every index a. The inter- 
section of the spaces X&4(u), B(u)) which are contained isometrically in 
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&‘(A(c), B(c)) has dimension zero or one. By Theorem 8, there exist non- 
decreasing functions a(t) and y(t) of t, 0 < t -<I c, such that 
and 
B’(u, 6, - ik) = a(b) - a(a) 
C’(u, b, ik) = y(a) - y(b) 
whenever a < b. Since they are absolutely continuous functions of t, A(t, w) 
and B(t, W) are absolutely continuous functions of t for every complex 
number w. The derivatives 
and 
a/at qt, w) = (w + ik) A(& w) a’(t) 
- a/at A(t, w) = (w - ik) B(t, w) y’(t) 
exist whenever a’(t) and y’(t) exist. By Theorem 10, the space Z(A(a), B(a)) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 9 for every index a. The desired sym- 
metry relations for A(u, a) and B(a, a) hold for real numbersp(u), r(u), and 
s(u) by Theorem 9. Since A(u, a) and B(u, a) are linearly independent for 
every index a, the coefficients p(t), r(t), and s(t) are absolutely continuous 
functions of t. The identities 
- (i - z - ik)[iA(t, .z)p(t) - B(t, z) s(t)] y’(t) - i(2h - 1) B(t, a) y’(t) 
= - (z - ik) B(t, z) s(t) y’(t) + i(z + ik) A(t, x) r(t) d(t) 
+ A(& z) s’(t) + iqt, z) r’(t) 
and 
(i - z + ik)[A(t, z) s(t) + iB(t, x) r(t)] a’(t) + i(2h - 1) A(t, z) cl(t) 
= - i(z - ik) B(t, z)p(t) y’(t) - (z + ik) A(t, z) s(t) d(t) 
+ iA(t, z) p’(t) - qt, .a) s’(t) 
are obtained from the symmetry relations on differentiating whenever a’(t) 
and y’(t) exist. It follows that the identities 
and 
p(t) y’(t) = s’(t) = r(t) cd’(t) 
r(t)p’(t) - s(t) s’(t) = (2h - 1) s’(t) + 2ks(t) s’(t) 
= s(t) s’(t) - p(t) r’(t) 
hold whenever a’(t) and y’(t) exist. Since a(t) and y(t) are nondecreasing 
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functions of t, p(t) r(t) is nonnegative. The condition p(t) = 0 cannot occur 
since (z - ik) B(z) is an even entire function whose zeros are within distance 
k from the real axis. The condition r(t) = 0 occurs only when the space 
X(/l(t), B(t)) is one-dimensional, since A(t, z) then has no zeros. Define 
A(t) as in the proof of Theorem 10 with u(t) real and v(t) imaginary. Since 
S(t, z + ik) has no zeros in the upper half-plane and has real values on the 
imaginary axis, 
h(t) = h& qt, 2) + iyqt, 2)) 
is positive. It follows that s(t) > 1. The inequality is strict when the space 
X(/l(t), B(t)) is not one-dimensional. Since h(t) is a nondecreasing function 
of t, s(t) is also a nondecreasing function of t. It follows that p(t) and r(t) are 
nonnegative. The differential equations imply that 
p(t)[s(t) - 11-h-k [s(t) + I]h-k-1 
and 
r(t)[s(t) - l]h+“-l [s(t) + 11-h+” 
are constant in any interval (a, b) when s(t) > 1. It follows that 
A(a, z) = A(b, x) and B(a, z) = B(b, z) if s(t) is constant in any such interval. 
Since p(t), r(t), and s(t) are continuous functions of t, none of the spaces 
X(/l(t), B(t)) can be one-dimensional. It follows that s(t) > 1 for all t. For 
the same reason, the intersection of the spaces %$4(t), B(t)) contains no 
nonzero element. It follows that B(t, z) has limit zero as t goes to zero. Since 
A(t, ik) is independent of t, the symmetry relations imply that p(t) has limit 
zero as t goes to zero. It follows that s(t) has limit one as t goes to zero. 
Proof of Theorem 12. The theorem is easily proved when s+ and s- are 
equal to one since the spaces are then one-dimensional. Otherwise, construct 
spaces X(A+(t), B+(t)) and %(A-(t), B-(t)) as in the proof of Theorem 11 
so that X&(c), B+(c)) is equal isometrically to %(A+ , B+). Choose &(a, x) 
and &(a, z) so that the symmetry relations 
and 
B*(a, i - x> + (h - gp&& i - z) - B*(a, z)]/(& + ix) 
= &&, z) p(u) - &(a, x) s(u) 
are satisfied with the same coefficients p(u), Y(U), and s(u) when a = c. By 
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the proof of Theorem 11, the spaces can be parametrized so that the symmetry 
relations hold with equal coefficients for every index a. By the proof of 
Theorem 11, there exist nondecreasing functions a(u) and y(t) such that 
the integral equations 
and 
B*(b, w) - B*(a, w) = (w + ik) jb *4*(t, w) da(t) 
a 
A*(~, w) - ~*(b, w) = tw - ik) j” B*(~, w) dyct) 
a 
hold when a < b. It follows that the integral equation 
(z + w - 2ik) B+(b, 2) L(b, w) - (z + w + 2ik) A+@, z) B-(b, w) 
- (z + w - 2ik) B+(u, z) L(u, w) + (2 + w + 2ik) A+(u, ,?i) B_(u, w) 
= (2” - w2) j: A+(t, z) A-(t, w) da(t) + (z” - w”) jb B+(t, z) B-(t, w) c+(t) 
a 
holds when a < b. The integrals are absolutely convergent. By the proof of 
Theorem 11, a(t) is a bounded function of t and so can be chosen to have 
limit zero as t goes to zero. By the proof of Theorem 11, it then follows that 
1 
c 
o 4) M> -=c a- 
By Theorem 41 and Problem 164 of Ref. [I] and by the decompositions in 
the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3’, the limits of A+(t, Z) and A-(t, a) exist as t 
goes to zero. They are even entire functions which are real for real a, have no 
zeros, and are periodic of period i. It follows that the integral equation 
(z + w - 2ik) B+(u, x) 2~(a, w) - (iz + w + 2ik) A+(u, z) B-(a, w) 
= (9 - w2) j; A+@, z) LE(t, w)da(t) + (9 - 9) ja B+(t, 2) qt, w) l&(t) 
0 
holds when u > 0. The integrals are absolutely convergent. When z = a, 
the identity reads 
B+(u, z) &(a, z) = A+@, z) B-(a, z) 
since &(a, Z) and (Z - ik) B-(a, x) are real for real Z. It follows that 
A+(u, 2) = S(u, x) &(a, z) and B+(u, z) = Ls(u, z) B-(a, z) 
for an entire function S(a, z). The integral equations for &(a, x) and B*(u, z) 
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imply that S(a, Z) = S(Z) is independent of a. It follows that S(X) is an even 
entire function which is real for real Z, has no zeros, and is periodic of period i. 
The theorem now follows from the identity 
K+(w, x) = S(x) K&J, x) S(w). 
Proof of Theorem 13. Let A(a) be the set of entire functions of the form 
F(z) + G(z) where F(x) and (Z - ik) G( z are even functions of Z, F(z) and ) 
G(z) are of bounded type and of mean type at most a in the upper half-plane, 
and 
IIW) + WI” = j-+m IF(t)/W(t)12 dt + Jim I G(t)/W(t)12 dt < 00, 
-02 -02 
where the weight function W(x) is defined by 
r(h - iz) F(k - iz) W(z) = r(- iz) I’(+ - iz). 
By Problem 243 of Ref. [l], I r(l - ix )I is a nondecreasing function of y > 0 
for each fixed X, z = x + iy. Since z~(z) = r(z + I), W(x) is an analytic 
function which is of bounded type and of zero mean type in the upper half- 
plane. Since h and k are positive, W(z) has no zeros in the closed half-plane. 
By Theorem 12 of Ref. [l], the identities 
2A exp(iux)F(z)/ W(z) = Jim (t - .z-l exp(iut)F(t)/ W(t) dt 
--m 
and 
0 = /lrn (t - z)-’ exp(iut)F(t)/ W(t) dt 
--m 
hold for y > 0 if F(z) is an element of A’(u) such that F(x) or (Z - ik) F(z) 
is an even function of x. It follows that the identity 
F(z) = /+“F(t) [exp(- iuz) W(z) exp(iut) IV(t) 
-cc 
- exp(iuz) W(5) exp(- iut) W(t)]/[2ni(t - z)] dt 
holds when y # 0 or 2x is not an integer. It is easily verified that d(u) is a 
Hilbert space of entire functions which satisfies the axioms (KO), (Kl), (K2), 
and (K3) and which contains a nonzero element. By Theorem 1, the space 
is equal isometrically to a space %&4(u), B(u)). If F(z) and G(z) are given 
elements of the space, F(z) or (Z - ik)F(z) an even function of Z, G(z) or 
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(Z - ik) G(z) an even function of Z, then the identity of Theorem 9 is equiv- 
alent to the identity 
s +” [F(t + i)/w(t +i)] [G(t)/qt)] dt --m 
=s -t 22 [F(t)/W(t)] [e(t + i)i’w(t + i)] dt, --?) 
which is true by Cauchy’s formula. By Theorem 9, A(a, Z) and B(a, Z) satisfy 
symmetry relations with coefficients p(u), Y(U), and S(U), which are positive 
by Theorem 11. Since A(u, x + ik) is an entire function which has no zeros 
in the upper half-plane, which is of bounded type in the upper and lower 
half-planes, and which has equal mean type in these half-planes, it is of 
P6lya class by Problem 34 of Ref. [I]. Since the mean type of A(u, z + ik) is 
equal to a, 
Jj!Jm A(& f$ + i)/A(u, z$) = exp(u) 
by Problem 208 of Ref. [I]. By the proof of Theorem 10, s(u) = cash(u). 
Assume that A(u, x) and B(u, x) are chosen so that A(u, Z) has value one at 
- ik. By the proof of Theorem 11, the limit S(Z) of A(u, Z) exists as a goes to 
zero. Since each function A(u, z + i) is of Pdlya class, S(Z + ik) is of P6lya 
class. Since S(Z) is an even entire function which is real for real .a, has no 
zeros, and is periodic of period i, it is a constant. Since it has value one at - ik, 
it is identically one. 
Proof of Theorem 14. The functions A(u, Z) and B(u, Z) defined by hyper- 
geometric series are entire. The functions A(u, a) and (Z - ik) B(u, .z) are 
even and real for real x. The symmetry relation for A(u, x) follows from the 
identities 
&(a + 1,b; c; z) - qu, 6 + 1; c; Z) = (u - b)F(u, b; c; Z) 
and 
c(1 - x) F(u, 6; c; Z) = (b - c) zF(u, b + 1; c; Z) + cF(u - 1, b; c; Z) 
for the hypergeometric series. The symmetry relation for B(u, z) follows from 
the identities 
bF(u,b+l;c;z)-(c-l)F(u,b;c-l;x)=(b+1-c)F(a,b;c;z) 
and 
(u - b)( 1 - z)F(u, b; c; Z) = (a - c)F(u - 1, b; c; x) 
- (6 - C)F(U, 6 - 1; c; x) 
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for the hypergeometric series. The integral equations for A(a, x) and B(a, z) 
follow from the differential equations 
zF(u, b; c; .z) = (c - l)F(a, b; c - 1; .z) - (c - l)F(a, b; c; z) 
c(1 - Z)F’(U, b; c; z) = c(u + b - c)F(a, b; c; x) 
+ (a - c)(b - C)F(U, b; c + 1; z) 
for the hypergeometric series. The existence of the space S(A(u), B(u)) 
follows from Theorem 41 of Ref. [l] using the decompositions in the proofs 
of Theorems 1 and 2. By the proofs of Theorems 12 and 13, the present 
spaces coincide as sets with the corresponding spaces of Theorem 13. The 
norms can differ only in a constant factor. It follows that the present spaces 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9. Equality of the norms will be shown in 
the proof of Theorem 15. 
Proof of Theorem 15. A space X(A(u), B(u)) exists corresponding to the 
given functions A(u, z) and B(u, z), and it is equal isometrically to the space 
constructed in the proof of Theorem 14. The integral equations and symmetry 
relations for A(a, z) and B(u, z) are obtained from the corresponding identi- 
ties in the statement of Theorem 14. The eigenfunction expansion follows 
from Theorem 44 of Ref. [I] using the decompositions in the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2. The stated properties of the expansion are consequences of 
the symmetry relations and integral equations for A(u, x) and B(u, .z). It 
remains to show that the spaces X(A(u), B(u)) of Theorems 13 and 14 are 
isometrically equal for every positive number a. 
By the proof of Theorem 14, there exists a positive number h(h, k) such 
that the identity 
F(t) r(h - it) r(k - it) 2 
q - it) l-Q - it) 
1 dt = h(h, k) j-m 1 f (t)12 dt 
0 
holds for every element f (x) of L2(0, co) with eigentransform 
is(x) = jiir ja f (t) A(t, x) dt 
0 
defined as a mean square limit. Apply this result with 
f(x) = sinh h+k--(~~)/COShh+k+2r--(~X) 
for a positive number r. The eigentransform can be evaluated using Euler’s 
identity 
F(u, b; c; z) = (1 - z)-bF(c - a, b; c; - x/(1 - x)) 
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and Gauss’s identity 
qc - a) qc - b)F(a, b; c; 1) = T(c) r(c - a - b), 
since the identity 
qc + s) jkrr, b; c; t) Pl(l - q-1 dt = T(c) r(s)F(a, b; c + s; 1) 
0 
holds when Re c > 0, Re s > 0, and Re(c - a - b) > 0. A straightforward 
calculation will show that 
7rT(r + k) T(h + r)F(x) = F(h + k) r(r - ix) F(r + ix). 
It follows that 
1 +” 
qr + k)2 l-(h + Y)” s i 
T(r - it) F(r + it) r(h - it) r(k - it) 2 dt 
-a T( - it) F(& - it) 
= w4 k) jr Sinh2h+2E-l(~t)/coSh2~+2~+4r-l(gt) & 
= 4k k) j: th+k-l(1 - t)2’-1& 
= h(h, k) l-yh + k) q2Y)/r(h + k + 2Y). 
Since the identity holds in the limit of small Y, X(/z, k) = X is independent of 
h and k. The identity h = 1 is obtained when k = 0 and h = 8 = r since 
T(& - ix) T(+ + ix) = w sech(rrx). 
Proof of Theorem 16. When 
F( - .z) + ik[F( - x) - F(z)] /z 
= [(z + E - 2ik) B(z) J(a) - (x + Or + 2ik) A(z) B(cx)]/[~(z~ - G2)] 
and 
G(- x) + ik[G(- z) - G(z)]/z 
= [(z + p - 23 W4 J(B) - (z + p + 2ik) 44 B(B)l/[+2 - 8”)l 
for complex numbers 01 and p, the identity of the theorem reads 
W - 8) - W)1/(6 + 8) = [W - 4 - @41/(+ - 6). 
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An equivalent identity is 
where 
P(z) = [A(i - z) - A(z)]/@ + iz) 
and 
Q(z) = [B(i - z) - B(z)]/($ + iz). 
Since A(z) and B(z) are linearly independent, it follows that 
P(z) = A(z) s + iB(z) Y and QC4 = W4 P - Bk4 4 
for some complex numbers p, q, Y, and s. The identity implies that p and Y 
are real and that 4 = S. The identity implies that p and Y are real and that 
Q = S. Since A(- Z) = X(z) and B(- Z) = - B(z), s is real. The identity 
pr = 9 follows because the transformation F(z) +F(i - z) is its own 
inverse. 
Proof of Theorem 17. Consider first the case in which the domain of 
multiplication by z in X(A(b), B(b)) is not dense in the space. If F(z) belongs 
to the domain of multiplication by z in the space, so does 
G(z) = [F(i - z) - F(z)]/(+ + ;z) 
(i - z) G(z) = - 2iF(z) + [(i - z)F(i - z) - zF(z)]/(& + iz). 
The orthogonal complement of the domain of multiplication by z in 
WA(b), W)) P is s anned by a function S(z) which is equal to A(b, z) or 
B(b, z). The identity of Theorem 16 implies that S(z) is an eigenfunction of 
the transformation F(z) -+ [F(i - z) - F(z)]/($ + iz). Since S(z) has no 
zeros in the upper half-plane, this implies that S(z) has only a finite number 
of zeros and that %(A@), B(b)) is ni e fi t -d imensional. The theorem is imme- 
diate in this case because a finite-dimensional space which satisfies the hypo- 
theses of the theorem is one-dimensional. 
Assume that the domain of multiplication by z is dense in &‘-(A@), B(6)). 
By Theorem 16, the symmetry relations 
[A@, i - z) - A(b, z)]/($ + iz) = A(b, z) s(b) + iB(b, z) r(b) 
and 
[B(b, i - z) - B(b, z)]/($ + iz) = iA(b, z)p(b) - B(6, z) s(6) 
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hold for real numbers p(b), r(b), and s(6) such that 
p(b) r(6) = s(6)2. 
By the first part of the proof, s(b) is not zero. If u(b) and v(b) are numbers, not 
both zero, such that 
ip(b) v(b) = s(b) u(6) 
then the function 
and - i(b) u(b) = s(b) u(b), 
w, 4 = 46 4 44 + w, 4 f@) 
satisfies the identity 
[S(b, x + i) - S(6, - z)]/(+ - iz) 
= 2s(b) S(b, x) - 4&S(b) u(b) B(b, z)/(z + ik), 
and the function 
T(6, z) = A@, z) u(6) - B(b, 2) v(b) 
satisfies the identity T(b, i - Z) = T(b, z). It follows that 
iv(b) u(b) - iu(b) v(6) > 0, 
for otherwise the inequality 
holds in the upper half-plane, in which case the Polya class theory can be 
used to show that T(b, x) is an even entire function which has no zeros. SO, 
S(b, z + ik) has no zeros in the upper half-plane and 
It follows that 
-ijlm y-lS(b, ;y + i)/S(b, ;r) = 2s(b). 
The remainder of the argument is the same as in the proof of Theorem 10. 
Proof of Theorem 18. As in the proof of Theorem 11, assume that the 
parameter c is a positive number. The existence of subspaces is again given by 
Theorem 7, but it is now convenient to parametrize the spaces in reverse 
order so that .X(A(a), B(a)) contains Z(A(b), B(b)) when a < b. By Theo- 
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rem 7, there exist spaces %@(a), B(a)), c < a < CO, and spaces X(M(b, a)), 
c < a < b < 03, with these properties: The identity 
w, 4, qa, 4) = (44 4, w, 4) M(b, 6 4 
holds when a < b. The identity 
A@, a, - 22) = 1 = D(b, a, ik) 
holds when a < b. The expression B’(b, t, - ik) - C’(b, t, ik) is an abso- 
lutely continuous function of t, c < t < b, for every index b. The inter- 
section of the spaces X(A(a), B(u)) which are contained isometrically in 
.X(A(c), B(c)) has dimension zero or one. By Theorem 8, there exist non- 
increasing functions a(t) and y(t) of t, c < t < 03, such that 
and 
B’(b, a, - ik) = LY(u) - a(b) 
C’(b, a, ik) = y(b) - y(u) 
when a < b. Since they are absolutely continuous functions of t, A(t, w) and 
B(t, W) are absolutely continuous functions oft for every complex number w. 
The derivatives 
a/at qt, w) = cw + ik) Act, 2~) d(t) 
- apt A(t, w) = (w - 272) qt, w) y’(t) 
exist when d(t) and y’(t) exist. By Theorem 17, the space .X+4(u), B(u)) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 16 for every index a. The desired sym- 
metry relations for A(a, Z) and B(u, Z) hold for real numbers p(u), r(u), and 
s(u) by Theorem 16. Since A(u, z) and B(a, Z) are linearly independent for 
every index a, the coefficients p(t), r(t), and s(t) are absolutely continuous 
functions of t. The identities 
- (i - z - ik)[iA(t, z) p(t) - qt, z) s(t)] y’(t) - 2iB(t, a) y’(t) 
= - (22 - ik) qt, 2) s(t) y’(t) + i(z + 2x) A(t, z) r(t) d(t) 
+ A(t, x) s’(t) + qt, z) r’(t) 
and 
(i - z + ik)[A(t, 2) s(t) + qt, z) r(t)] d(t) + 2iA(t, z) a’(t) 
= - i(z - ik) qt, 2) p(t) y’(t) - (z + 2) A(t, z) s(t) a’(t) 
+ iA(t, z)p’(t) - qt, z) s’(t) 
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are obtained from the symmetry relations on taking derivatives whenever a’(t) 
and y’(t) exist. It follows that the identities 
and 
p(t) y’(t) = s’(t) = r(t) d(t) 
r(t)p’(t) - s(t) s’(t) = 2s’(t) + 2h(t) s’(t) 
= s(t) s’(t) - p(t) r’(t) 
hold whenever or’(t) and y’(t) exist. The condition p(t) = 0 cannot occur. The 
condition r(t) = 0 occurs only when the space is one-dimensional. By the 
proof of Theorem 17, 
where 
w, 2) = A(t, 4 u(t) + qt, 4 v(t) 
for numbers u(t) and e)(t) which can be chosen with u(t) real and a(t) ima- 
ginary. Since s(t, x + ik) has no zeros in the upper half-plane and has real 
values on the imaginary axis, s(t) is positive. By the proof of Theorem 17, 
s(t) is a nonincreasing function of t. Since a(t) and y(t) are nonincreasing 
functions of t, p(t) and r(t) are nonnegative. The differential equations imply 
that 
and 
bww exP[2/+)1 W2” 
are constant in any interval (a, b) where s(t) > 0. It follows that 
A(u, a) = A@, a) and that B(a, a) = B(b, a) if s(t) is constant in any such 
interval. Since p(t), r(t), and s(t) are continuous functions of t, none of the 
spaces X(A(t), B(t)) can be one-dimensional. It follows that s(t) > 0 for all t. 
The same argument will show that the intersection of the spaces X(A(t), B(t)) 
contains no nonzero element. It follows that B(t, x) has limit zero as t goes to 
infinity. Since A(t, ik) is independent of t, the symmetry relations imply that 
p(t) goes to zero as t goes to infinity. It follows that s(t) goes to zero as t goes 
to infinity. 
Proof of Theorem 19. The theorem follows from the proof of Theorem 18 
in the same way that Theorem 12 follows from the proof of Theorem 11. 
Proof of Theorem 20. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 13 
except that the weight function W(z) is now defined by 
T(h - iz) W(z) = q- iz) r(g - iz). 
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Let d(a) be the set of entire functions of the form F(z) + G(z), where F(x) 
and (z - a) G(z) are even functions of z, F(z)/Q + k) and G(z)/r(+ + iz) 
are of bounded type and of mean type at most log(4/a) in the upper half- 
plane, and 
II F(t) + WI? = /+m I F(t)/W(t)? dt + j+m ( G(t)/W(t)12 dt < co. 
-co --m 
The existence of nonzero functions satisfying these conditions follows from 
Theorem 56 of Ref. [l]. Otherwise, the argument that .&(a) is equal iso- 
metrically to a space X(A(a), B(a)) is th e same as in the proof of Theorem 13. 
IfF(z) and G( ) z are g iven elements of the space, F(z) or (z - ik) F(x) an even 
function of x, G(z) or (z - ik) G( z an even function of z, the identity of ) 
Theorem 16 is again equivalent to the identity 
I +m [F(t -I- i)/w(t + i)] [c(t)/F(t)] dt -03 
= 
I +m [F(t)/ W(t)1 [e(t + i)/w(t + i)] dt -.-m 
which holds by Cauchy’s formula. By Theorem 16, A(a, z) and B(a, z) 
satisfy symmetry relations whose coefficients p(u), r(a), and s(a) are positive 
by Theorem 18. Since A(u, z + ik) is an entire function which has no zeros 
in the upper half-plane, since 
A(u, z + ik)/r(* + iz) and X(u, Z + ik)/r(Q + iz) 
are of bounded type in the upper half-plane, and since they have equal mean 
type in the half-plane, A(u, z + ik) is of P6lya class by the obvious generaliza- 
tion of Problem 34 of Ref. [ 11. Note also the results of Problem 243 of Ref. [I]. 
Since the mean type of A(u, z + ik)/r(Q + iz) is equal to log(4/u), 
FiFi y-lA(u, z$ + i)/A(a, Cy) = 4/u 
by Problem 208 of Ref. [l]. By the proof of Theorem 17, s(u) = 2/u. As in 
the proof of Theorem 13, the limit of A(u, z) is equal to one as a goes to 
infinity if the functions A(u, z) and B(a, z) are chosen so that A(u, z) has 
value one at the point ik for every index a. 
Proof of Theorem 21. It is clear that A(a, z) and B(a, z) are entire func- 
tions and that A(a, z) and (z - ik) B( a z are even and real for real z. The , ) 
symmetry relation for A(u, z) follows from the identity 
= (2m + 1) w,,,,,(x) + (2m + l)(m + k - 3) WMAX) 
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for the Whittaker function. The symmetry relation for B(a, ,z) follows from 
the identity 
(m - k + 4) xwkm+l (4 + (m + h + 4) x Wk.,(X) 
= (2m + l)(m + k + 4) Wk.&g + Pm + 1) Wk,l,,(4 
for the Whittaker function. The integral equations for A(a, z) and B(a, z) 
follow from the differential equations 
xW&&) + (+X - h) Wk.?&) + (m + 4 - k) (m -I- k - fr) Wk-l.T&> = 0 
and 
xw;*,(x) - (ix - h) Wk.?&) + Wk+1.m(4 = 0 
for the Whittaker function. Since 
F(h + ix) A(u, z) = s,” exp( - t) t”++l( 1 + t/~)~$-” dt 
when Re(iz) > - k, the limit of A(a, z) is equal to one as a goes to infinity. 
The existence of a space X(A(u), B(u)) follows from Theorem 41 of Ref. [l] 
using the decompositions in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. By the proofs 
of Theorems 19 and 20, the present spaces coincide as sets with the corre- 
sponding spaces of Theorem 20. The norms of the spaces can differ only in a 
constant factor. 
To see that the norms are equal, write 
and 
4(a, 4 = 4%(4W, 4 
B&z, z) = h-2kB(log(4h/u), x) 
when 0 < a < 4h, where the functions A(u, z) and B(u, z) are defined as in 
Theorem 14. A space %(&(a), B,(u)) exists. An entire function F(z), with 
F(z) or (z - ik) F(z) an even function of z, belongs to the space if, and only if, 
it is of bounded type and of mean type at most log(4h/u) in the upper half- 
plane and 
ah2” 
iiF(t)i12 = r(h + 42 s I 
+m F(t) F(h - it) r(R - it) 2 dt < Go. 
--a, q - it) q+ - it) 
Since the integral equations 
= (z - ih) s; Bh(t, z) t-lf2”(1 + t/4h)2h-2”-‘/(1 - t/4h)2h+2k-1 dt 
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and 
= (x + ik) j”, &(t, x) t--y 1 - t/4h)2h+2”-1/(  + t/4h)2h-2”-1 dt 
hold when 0 < a < b < 4h, the Polya class theory gives A(a, z) as a limit of 
&(a, z) and B(u, z) as a limit of &(a, x) as h goes to infinity. The desired 
formula for norms in X(/l(u), B(u)) follows since the modulus of 
h”r(h - it)/T(h + 12) has limit one as h goes to infinity. Interchange of limit 
and integral is justified by the theory of measures associated with Hilbert 
spaces of entire functions, Theorems 30, 31, and 32 of Ref. [I]. 
Proof of Theorem 22. The integral equations for A(u, z) and B(u, z) 
follow on making changes of variable in Theorem 21. The expansion follows 
from Theorem 44 of Ref. [l] using the decompositions in the proofs of 
Theorems 1 and 2. The stated properties of the expansion follow from the 
symmetry relations and integral equations for A(u, z) and B(a, z). 
Proof of Theorem 23. These results are obtained by a straightforward 
calculation using the identities 
and 
TZ + ZT = iT + 2i(h - &)(Y - +) 
T2 + (3 + iZ)2 = (h - 4)” + (Y - &)2. 
Note that U is its own inverse and that Z + ikU anticommutes with U. The 
operator D commutes with U. The operators L, and L- anticommute with U. 
Proof of Theorem 24. It is clear that the gamma function integral defines 
an inner product on polynomials under the requirement that F(x) be ortho- 
gonal to G(z) whenever F(x) and (z - ik) G(z) are even functions of x. The 
proof is now similar to the proofs of Theorems 13 and 20 with the weight 
function W(x) defined by 
r(h - iz) r(k - iz) T(Y - iz) W(z) = r(- iz) r(& - ix). 
IfF(z) and G(z) are given polynomials, F(z) or (z - ik) F(z) an even function 
of z, G(z) or (s - ik) G(z) an even function of x, the identity 
(TF, UG) = ( UF, TG) 
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is equivalent to the identity 
J 
,+‘: 
[F(t + i)pqt + i)] [G(t)jW(t)] dt 
-cc 
= J’+= [F(WV)l [G(t + 4/w(t + i)l 4 -a 
which holds by Cauchy’s formula. It remains to verify that the square 
X(h, k, r) of the norm of one is equal to one. By Theorem 23, L-(l) = 0, 
L+(l) = z + ik, and D(1) = h + R + r - 3. It follows that 
II t + 2% II2 = ((L-L+ - L+L-) 1, 1) 
= ((4k + 2) D(1) + 4(h - B)(r - +>, 1) 
= 4(h + k)(r + k) II 1 l/2. 
As a function of k, h(h, k, r) has an extension which is analytic in the right 
half-plane and which is of exponential type at most rr in any vertical strip not 
containing the imaginary axis. Since X(h, k, Y) remains unchanged when k is 
replaced by k + 1, it is the restriction to the real axis of an entire function 
of exponential type at most r which is periodic of period one. Since 
;\(A, k, r)/cos(nk) goes to zero as k goes to infinity on any vertical line, X(/z, k, r) 
is a constant when considered as a function of k for any fixed h and r. By 
symmetry, h(h, k, r) = h is independent of h, k, and r. The identity X = 1 
is easily verified in the limiting case k = 0 and h = 4 = r. 
Proof of Theorem 25. These results are obtained by a straightforward 
calculation. 
Proof of Theorem 26. Absolute convergence of the integral in Part A 
follows from Euler’s identity 
F(a, b; c; z) = (1 - z)-” F(c - a, b; c; - z/( 1 - x)) 
since the seriesF(a, b; c; 1) is absolutely convergent when Re(c - a - b) > 0. 
The integral is evaluated when f (z) = 1 using Gauss’s identity 
r(c - a) qc - b)F(u, b; c; 1) = r(c) qc - a - b). 
The same argument gives absolute convergence of the integral in Part B. 
The results of Part C are obtained on integration by parts using the identities 
zF’(a, b; c; 2) = uF(a + 1, b; c; z) - &(a, b; c; ,z) 
and 
(a - b)(l - z)F(u, b; c; x) = (a - c) F(u - 1, b; c; x) 
-(b-c)F(u,b-1;c;z) 
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for the hypergeometric series. The results of Part D are obtained from the 
same identities. The results of Parts E and F are obtained in the same way 
from the identities 
zF’(a, b; c; x) = (c - l)F(u, b; c - 1; z) - (c - l)F(a, b; c; z) 
and 
c( 1 - z) F’(a, b; c; x) = c(a + b - c)F(a, b; c; z) 
+ (a - c)(b - c) F(u, b; c + 1; z). 
The polynomial nature of F(z) in Parts A and B follows because L, , L- , and 
D take polynomials into polynomials and because F(z) = 1 when f(z) = 1 
in Part A. 
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